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  Sword Art Online 4: Fairy Dance (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2017-05-30 Read
the novel that ignited the phenomenon! Kirito plunges into a suspicious new
VRMMORPG called ALfheim Online to rescue Asuna, who never returned from Sword
Art Online. ALO offers many features to entertain players in the wake of SAO:
ultra-high-end graphics, action-heavy gameplay, a choice of fairy races, and
a next-generation flight engine. Playing as a spriggan, Kirito heads for the
location of Asuna's prison--the top of the World Tree, the final destination
of every player in the game! Along the way, Kirito nearly falls to a plot
hatched by the enemy salamanders, just barely surviving the ordeal with the
help of a sylph named Leafa and his Navigation Pixie, Yui. But just as Kirito
and Leafa make it to the foot of the World Tree, the end of their quest in
sight, each realizes the other has a very big secret...
  Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 3 (manga) Reki Kawahara,2015-03-24
Having defeated General Eugene of the salamanders and aided the alliance
between sylphs and cait siths by protecting their leaders, Kirito and Leafa
reach Alne, the town at the foot of the World Tree, at long last. But before
they can tackle the tree--and their main objective--server maintenance
begins, and they are forced to log out. Back in the real world, Kazuto and
Suguha Kirigaya, each unaware of the other's in-game identity, pay a visit to
Asuna Yuuki, who still lies asleep in her hospital room. While there, Suguha
suffers a terrible shock when she realizes just how strongly her beloved
brother cares for Asuna. Meanwhile Asuna, still imprisoned atop the World
Tree within the game world of ALfheim Online, sets her escape plan in
motion... The adventure in ALO finally reaches its climax! Enjoy the
conclusion of the Fairy Dance arc in this massive final volume!
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  Sword Art Online: Fairy Dance, Vol. 1 (manga) Reki Kawahara,2014-06-24
Kazuto Kirigaya (aka Kirito) has beaten Sword Art Online, a VRMMORPG that
transformed into a literal game of death, and returned to the real world.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for Asuna Yuuki (aka Asuna the Flash),
the girl with whom Kirito fell in love in the virtual world of Aincrad but
who has yet to awaken from her game-induced slumber. As his sister, Suguha,
sadly looks on, Kazuto continues to visit Asuna in the hospital in the hope
of finding answers. But when one day he meets a man claiming to be Asuna's
fiancé, Kazuto fears that Asuna may be lost to him forever... That is until a
fellow survivor of SAO taken form the latest VRMMORPG sensation, ALfheim
Online - a screenshot that features someone being held captive who looks
entirely too much like Asuna! His hope renewed, Kirito dives headlong into an
all-new virtual adventure, but can true love conquer the game?!
  Sword Art Online 3: Fairy Dance (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2017-05-30
Kirito has escaped Sword Art Online, the forbidden VRMMORPG of death, and
returned to reality. He heads off to find his game partner and lover, Asuna
Yuuki. But Asuna never made it back from the nightmare. Lost and desperate,
Kirito's only clue to her virtual whereabouts is a mysterious screenshot of
Asuna as a fairy trapped in a giant birdcage. His conclusion: She must be
trapped within the new, high-powered VRMMORPG, ALfheim Online. Now Kirito
must plunge into the world of ALO, where players are fairies who fly
gracefully through the air!
  Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 6 (light novel) Reki
Kawahara,Keiichi Sigsawa,2020-02-25 A brand-new battlefield awaits! One month
after the third Squad Jam, Karen Kohiruimaki is starting to consider her
options outside of GGO...but fate won't let that happen! Out of the blue,
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past prizewinning SJ teams receive invitations to playtest a GGO game mode
with an all-new objective: capture a base defended by hyperadvanced AI NPCs.
As Llenn reluctantly agrees to participate in the hopes of fulfilling her
promise of a rematch with SHINC, she can't help but wonder: Just how
challenging can these AI NPCs possibly be?
  Sword Art Online 7 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2017-06-27 Kirito and
Sinon's battle with Death Gun is over, but mere weeks later, something
strange is afoot in the next-generation VRMMO ALfheim Online. A new duelist
with a custom sword skill is defeating all comers--including Kirito! But when
Asuna goes to face this duelist, she receives something she never expected:
An invitation to an exclusive guild! But what is their aim? The Mother's
Rosary arc begins!
  Sword Art Online 22 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2021-06-22 READ THE NOVEL
THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! Everyone knows that any good MMO has an
abundance of side quests to supplement the main story line. With that in
mind, join Kirito and friends for a peek behind the scenes across four never-
before-seen side stories! The Day Before: Kirito proposes to Asuna in-game,
and soon discovers that married life has its own set of challenges. The Day
After: Ever since arriving in ALO with a new avatar, Asuna’s been suffering
from a form of withdrawal…Rainbow Bridge: After conquering the undersea
temple, a mysterious conversation between Kraken and Leviathan sparks yet
another adventure for Kirito’s party. Sisters’ Prayer: A heartwarming tale of
two siblings and their involvement with the VR realm.
  Sword Art Online 8 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2017-07-25 The saga of Sword
Art Online continues with three side stories set during the Aincrad and
Alfheim eras. The game of death took its toll on every player in a different
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way--when one turns up dead on the fifty-seventh floor, the game's afoot, and
it's up to Asuna and Kirito to crack the case. There's also the story of how
Kirito got his Excalibur sword in Alfheim (with a little help from his
friends). And when the game of death first began, Kirito learned a difficult
lesson--one he would never forget.
  Sword Art Online 10 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2017-07-25 Two years after
waking up in a mysterious fantasy world, Kirito and his oddly human NPC
friend, Eugeo, continue their quest to become Integrity Knights--and find
Alice, who disappeared so long ago and yet has somehow lingered in the back
of Kirito's mind. Their journey takes them to the Imperial Swordcraft
Academy, where they must train to become two of the top twelve seats in the
class to have even a hope of seeing Alice again. Meanwhile, as Asuna
desperately searches for Kazuto Kirigaya, she stumbles across the deeper
secret of his new world...
  Sword Art Online 23 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2021-11-09 READ THE NOVEL
THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! As Kirito, Asuna, and Alice brave the wilds of
the mysterious VRMMO Unital Ring, Sinon’s introduction to the world is
equally harrowing. After numerous setbacks, she finds herself without friends
or equipment—and barely any thirst points left to her name. Backed against a
wall, she’ll need to defeat a terrifying boss monster to survive. Meanwhile,
Kirito’s group splits up in order to search for Sinon and defend their home,
unaware that a mysterious assailant lies in wait...
  Sword Art Online: Mother's Rosary, Vol. 1 (manga) Reki Kawahara,2016-03-22
Kirito and Sinon's battle with Death Gun is over, but mere weeks later,
something strange is afoot in the next-generation VRMMO ALfheim Online. A new
duelist with a custom sword skill is defeating all comers--including Kirito!
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But when Asuna goes to face this duelist, she receives something she never
expected: an invitation to an exclusive guild! But what is their aim? The
Mother's Rosario arc begins!
  Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 1 (manga) Reki
Kawahara,Keiichi Sigsawa,2017-11-14 Karen Kohiruimaki always felt out of
place in the real world. Due to her extreme height, she found it hard to make
friends with other girls her age. Everything changes when she's introduced to
VR and Gun Gale Online. In GGO, Karen is free to play the cute, chibi avatar
of her dreams! Can Karen find friendship in this bullet-ridden MMO...?
  Sword Art Online: Mother's Rosary, Vol. 2 (manga) Reki Kawahara,2016-06-28
Asuna joins forces with the Sleeping Knights guild in their quest to defeat a
major boss, but inwardly, she struggles with her ongoing attachment to the
VRMMO game. When the time for battle arrives, will she be ready? And when
Yuuki's secret is revealed, what will the consequences be?
  Sword Art Online 17 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2019-10-29 Read the novel
that ignited the phenomenon! The final stress test bleeds into its second
day. Driven to desperation by the Integrity Knights' coordinated assault, the
Dark Army reveals the ace up their sleeve! Critter, who has been observing
the battle from the Ocean Turtle, has successfully created a gateway into the
Underworld and masked it as an invitation to an open beta test for a new,
unannounced VRMMO. This digital invite bolsters the ranks of the Dark Army by
the tens of thousands! Having already been pushed to her limits, the thought
of taking on a fresh wave of bloodthirsty enemies fills Asuna with dread. But
just when it seems like all is lost, two new deities of the Underworld appear
to take up the fight: the Sun Goddess, Solus, and Terraria, the Earth
Goddess. And the ones in possession of these super-accounts are none other
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than Sinon and Leafa!
  Sword Art Online 27 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2023-08-22 After two
hundred years, Kirito is finally reunited with Selka, Ronie and Tiese, but
the girls are shocked to see Eolyne, who bears a striking resemblance to
their fallen comrade. Then, with no time to process their feelings, the three
Integrity Knights are thrown into battle alongside Eolyne and the Integrity
Pilots. The old defenders of the Underworld join the new as the next chapter
of the Unital Ring arc commences!
  Sword Art Online 26 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2023-03-21 On the eightieth
floor of the Central Cathedral, Kirito, Asuna, and Alice reunite with the
petrified visage of Selka...and discover two more statuesque figures in need
of assistance! Before Kirito can figure out a cure, though, he’s pulled away
to Planet Admina to investigate an encroaching threat to the Underworld.
Meanwhile, in Unital Ring, Sinon, Silica, and company are giving their all in
the fight against the field bosses, but the conflict intensifies in a way
almost no one could have predicted...
  Sword Art Online 21 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2021-01-19 READ THE NOVEL
THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! A year has passed since Kirito and Asuna’s
return from the Underworld. With them is Alice, who has been given a physical
body. But their peace is quickly broken when the three are suddenly thrust
into an unfamiliar game, Unital Ring. This new world is a survival MMO that
fuses together every VRMMO created with the Seed program. As soon as it
starts, Kirito finds himself with nothing but his underwear. Now, he’s got to
challenge a mysterious VRMMOSVG under desperate circumstances!
  Sword Art Online 6 (light novel) Reki Kawahara,2017-06-27 READ THE NOVEL
THAT IGNITED THE PHENOMENON! In an effort to discover the truth behind Death
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Gun, Kirito has entered the Bullet of Bullets tournament in Gun Gale Online.
Both he and Sinon the sniper girl have made it to the finals, and the reality
of what they discover is stranger than anything they could've prepared for.
As Sinon is forced to face her own past, lives are on the line once again,
and Kirito struggles to connect Death Gun to events in the original SAO game-
-but can Death Gun's bizarre rampage be stopped in time?
  Sword Art Online: Girls' Ops, Vol. 1 Reki Kawahara,2015-05-19 The virtual
world of ALfheim Online might not be literally deadly, but there's still
plenty of tough adventuring to be had. The trio of Liz, Silica, and Leafa set
out on a quest for a magical ring but immediately run into monsters tougher
than they expected. A certain black-clothed swordsman comes to their rescue--
but it's not Kirito?! It seems the game of death has had lingering emotional
effects on everyone, and even the survivors bear scars. But the trio have
gotten through tough times before, and they're not gonna let a buffed boss
stand between them and their goal! Even if they succeed in finishing the
quest, though, will they be able to heal the mysterious sword-wielder's
broken heart...? Join Liz, Silica, and Leafa on a new adventure that's all
their own!
  Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online, Vol. 11 (light novel) Reki
Kawahara,Keiichi Sigsawa,2022-11-22 A BRAND-NEW BATTLEFIELD AWAITS! After
clearing the Five Ordeals, LPFM and SHINC scarcely have a moment to rest
before the Fifth Squad Jam is announced. This time, there’s a new rule that’s
sure to disorient the participants: Players can swap gear with any of their
teammates during the match. Naturally, Llenn and her squad resolve to take on
the challenge and quickly get to strategizing. However, they soon catch wind
of an additional stipulation that will stack the odds against them: Whoever
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takes out Llenn in the tournament will receive a bounty of one hundred
million credits!
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wide range of books
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digital formats.
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portable than
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books: Digital
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reading progress or
manage my book
collection? Book
Tracking Apps:
Goodreads,
LibraryThing, and
Book Catalogue are
popular apps for
tracking your
reading progress
and managing book
collections.
Spreadsheets: You
can create your own
spreadsheet to
track books read,
ratings, and other
details.
What are Alfhein7.
Online audiobooks,
and where can I
find them?
Audiobooks: Audio
recordings of
books, perfect for
listening while

commuting or
multitasking.
Platforms: Audible,
LibriVox, and
Google Play Books
offer a wide
selection of
audiobooks.
How do I support8.
authors or the book
industry? Buy
Books: Purchase
books from authors
or independent
bookstores.
Reviews: Leave
reviews on
platforms like
Goodreads or
Amazon. Promotion:
Share your favorite
books on social
media or recommend
them to friends.
Are there book9.
clubs or reading
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join? Local Clubs:
Check for local
book clubs in
libraries or
community centers.
Online Communities:
Platforms like
Goodreads have
virtual book clubs
and discussion
groups.
Can I read Alfhein10.
Online books for
free? Public Domain
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